Working toward “Synthetic Serendipity” in a living HCI Curriculum

Abstract
In this paper, I draw upon emerging frameworks for learning and a view of community practice as potential core constructs to support a living HCI curriculum. I also touch on elements of crowd-funding sites and citizen science communities as community-based inspiration to imagine a living HCI curriculum.
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A Living HCI Curriculum’s Community
"...I have a theory of life...and it is straight out of gaming. There is always an angle. You, each of you, have some special talents. Find out what makes you different and better. Build on that. And once you do, you’ll be able to contribute answers to others and they’ll be willing to contribute back to you. In short, synthetic serendipity doesn’t just happen. By golly, you must create it.”
- Vernor Vinge, Rainbows End [22] // Synthetic Serendipity [21]
These words are spoken by Ms. Chumlig, a character in *Rainbows End*, a novel by award-winning science fiction writer, Vernor Vinge. The novel is set in the year 2025, when globally distributed, intergenerational teams of students, professionals, and academics collaborate by the hundreds, thousands, even millions, to prevent pandemic diseases and terrorist attacks, or to help make political decisions and works of art. Chumlig is a teacher of "Search and Analysis," which is a required high school course in Vinge’s near-future world. In this scene, she is trying to convey to her students that they must each cultivate their own talents and personal knowledge in order to participate in, and effectively contribute to the worldwide collective intelligence network. Despite the data richness of Vinge’s everyware world [14], where the *environment is the interface* [14], individuals must still coordinate their efforts to develop as a successful community.

So why is this (somewhat fanciful) excerpt relevant? In a very real sense, a CHI workshop that aims to develop a "living HCI curriculum" aspires to the same coordinated synthetic serendipity as Chumlig inspires in her students. To build a living curriculum, you need an active community to sustain it.

The ubiquitous, augmented interfaces in Vinge’s imaginary world are not so far removed from present day; the people and the interactive communities they engage in are closer still. Approaches to learning – both in the novel and in today’s "reality" – are similar (e.g., classrooms, labs, online, face-to-face, gaming environments), and cultural differences and nuances remain [8,22]. Thus, the inclusion of theoretical frameworks and social sciences knowledge about community formation, participation, and engagement will be a key contributor in discussions regarding the workshop question, "Which technological infrastructures can best support a community of students, practitioners, and educators?" [1,12,23,24]. This is a major reason why I would like to participate in the workshop: in my doctoral studies for the past few years, I have explored learning communities and been a member of them (see inset, p. 3). I have participated in research projects whose goals are to help children from 7 to 11 years old not only become familiar with, but also become experts in interaction design [6,7,9,26]. I would like to be a part of and contribute to the mobilization of a community and learning resources that may form a new wave of HCI learning, integrating common elements across the three waves that our interdisciplinary field has ridden thus far [2].

Beyond more established lines of research on the sociotechnical requirements to build thriving, self-sustaining communities, I would also like to explore how elements from crowd-funding [13], human computation [18], massive collaboration [16], and peer-to-peer learning (e.g., p2pu.org/), might be tapped to help develop the community infrastructure for a living HCI curriculum.

**The need to Integrate HCI Practices**
The establishment and evolution of the sociotechnical infrastructure to support a community of *professionals* [8] is one area to address when formulating plans for a living HCI curriculum; creating core disciplinary content is another [8,11]. However, a living HCI curriculum...
**HCI Educational Experiences**

As a member of the interdisciplinary, design-based research group in the Human-Computer Interaction Lab (HCIL) over the past 5 years, I have practiced participatory design with children and adults, working on projects ranging from traditional web-design to online community development and mobile storytelling [3,7,26]. I have also led or been the co-author in papers on learning environments such as Alternate Reality Games and Life-Relevant Learning communities at both HCI and Learning Sciences conferences [4-6,9].

I also hope to apply a few experiences that I was fortunate to have in my professional career as an operations officer and research scientist, before I returned to academia as a doctoral student. I was instrumental in redesigning computer/networks training for the US Navy (1991-1993); I taught computer science courses at the US Naval Academy (1998-1999); and developed special communications courses for the US Department of Defense (1997, 2000-2007).

should include more than core content areas and concepts [11], and the sociotechnical infrastructure to support it. A need to examine and evaluate practices through which HCI practitioners and researchers do their work may be even more important to the development of a living HCI curriculum. After all, an individual imagines and identifies herself as a member of a community and profession through her practices [23].

Here, models and frameworks from education and the learning sciences may contribute to workshop discussions. For example, a 2014 report from the US National Research Council [17] presented a framework for science learning around three dimensions: core ideas in the disciplines of life sciences, physical sciences, earth/space sciences, engineering and technology; the practices of scientists and engineers; and key crosscutting concepts that link the science disciplines. For instance, a life sciences lesson on structures and functions of animal organisms would constitute a core idea. The practices supporting the exploration of these ideas would entail: asking questions, planning investigations, collecting and analyzing data, and formulating explanations. Crosscutting concepts for this example could include patterns and system models [17]. Such a framework might prove a useful overlay for the broad swath of content and concepts culled from [8]'s survey of the HCI community.

Similarly, new models of HCI-oriented learning underscore the need for educational goals and curricula to support life-relevant connections, such as designing a digital desktop for high school students [25], or social media tools to support a nonprofit community organization [15], or scientific inquiry practices through cooking [9]. The practices of citizen science community members, who balance their own personal learning and altruistic goals with larger, professional scientific community goals, may also inform workshop discussions on learning content curation and prioritization [19]. Each student in Chumlig’s fictional class learns to hone her own individual skills and marshal her and her classmates’ assets to benefit the worldwide collective. Similarly, a living HCI curriculum can be crafted from this workshop to promote both individual learning aims and core community values.
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